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At home | A New Direction to End Homelessness 
Hello! Great to get together again last week at our Retreat. We kicked off with 
Change Lead Dr Beth Watts of Heriot-Watt University on what the evidence 
tells us about hostels, temporary furnished flats and Housing First. What’s great 
about “at home” is living in a community where people have choice and control, 
affordable rent and can access “wraparound” support at home if needed. The 
Change Team really enjoyed the input, looking forward to the next one! 

ACTION
• What other evidence are you interested in?
• Let us know what you need to know. 

Change on the Ground 
Change Leads have been busy this month! Some highlights.

• Creating “Good Vibes” in the office by creating a going home checklist 
for staff to debrief and reflect before they go home. 

• Taking 4 New Directions to teams, community groups and Twitter and 
feeling more comfortable and confident. 

• Making sure frontline staff get relevant training. 

• Speaking to people experiencing homelessness about the system and 
the changes.

Change Means
Reflecting on our progress so far and the change process we’re part of, the 
Team has learned that change is going to happen but takes time and there 
remains a lot to be done. There is a real determination for things to change for 
the better, but it can be a challenge to bring new ideas to our networks, we need 
everyone involved to buy in. 

Having confidence and passion about the 4 New Directions helps to influence 
our networks and some changes can be made now, while big system change 
can be slow. Taking a no wrong door approach and applying our knowledge has 
helped us help others navigate the system as well as challenging it. 

Connecting to HPSG 
Graham Thomson from Scottish Government joined us as we decided how 
we’d be represented on the HPSG and what we wanted them to know. 

Change Leads put themselves forward then mapped their skills while the rest 
of the Team worked on our messages. 

David Pentland will represent the Change Team at the next meeting and 
Joyce Juma-Phiri and Viki Fox after that. 

Our Key Messages
Here’s the key messages we decided to share with HPSG at our last retreat.

People are seeing change at the margins, but traditional  
systems are still causing stress and anxiety

Unit the new systems are fully up and running,  
advocacy can really help people navigate the old system

Housing First works when services are properly linked in

Positive “people, places and things” are vital for all of us

Focus on building lives as well as finding homes

Homelessness is a 24/7 issue, with a 9-5 response

We can make better use of recovery communities and 
preventative local policies
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All in the Loop
We’re preparing to take the 4 New Directions across Scotland and the planning 
continued at the Retreat. Working on our questions to ask, what information we 
need to get out and what we want our tour to look like. More on this next time.  

Your Shout!
Change Lead Sabrina Galella, A Way Home Scotland, took the slot to share the 
work on prevention pathways for young people. We explored the causes and risks 
of youth homelessness and Sabrina invited Change Leads to get in touch with 
her to help shape the next phase of work on prevention pathways. 

ACTION
• Get in touch if you want to take this slot. 

KEY DATES
Prevention Commission  
Thursday 12 March 2020  | Adelphi Centre 

Housing First Connect Event 
Wednesday 25 March 2020 | Discovery Point, Dundee 

Time for Change South West Hub Event 
Friday 27 March 2020 | Irvine 

Get in touch for more information on any of these events. 


